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The Evolution of Mimicry; The Doublesex Gene
Aisha Hill, Southern Maine Community College
Abstract: Many butterfly species use mimicry in order to increase
their chance of survival. In Batesian mimicry, non toxic butterflies
mimic the wing patterns, colors, and shapes of another species that is
toxic to predators. Swallowtail butterflies (Papilio polytes) are wellknown Batesian mimics, and also display sexual dimorphism with
distinct differences between the sexes. Sex limited mimicry is
common. The female butterfly may mimic an inedible red-bodied
swallowtail, such as the common rose (Pachliopta aristolochiae), or
she may be non-mimetic. The male butterfly is non-mimetic. This
poster is a review of recent research into origin and evolution of the
gene(s) responsible for mimicry and sexual dimorphism. In the past,
it was commonly hypothesized that the mimicry “switch” loci
consisted of many tightly linked genes, together acting as a “super
gene”. More recently, researchers have used genetic and association
mapping, and genome sequencing, to show that a single gene,
doublesex (dsx), is responsible for mimicry and a component of the
sex determination pathway in Papilio polytes and other close species
groups in Papilio. Multiple, tightly linked mutations may also be
required. Whole genome sequence data from P. polytes and all other
species in the polytes clade and observing the role of the doublesex
gene demonstrated that dual regulation by dsx is essential for mimetic
wing patterns, being able to both induce mimetic gene networks and
repress non-mimetic gene networks.

• Swallowtail butterflies (Papilio polytes) exhibit female-
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limited Batesian mimicry. The females present two forms,
one mimetic and one non mimetic. Males present a nonmimetic form.
The doublesex (dsx) gene controls this mimicry as well as a
component of the sex determination pathway.
The mimicry related locus is know as H.
H being the dominant, mimetic allele and, h the recessive
non-mimetic allele.
Genome sequencing identified a 130 kb autosomal region,
including the the dsx region, that has been inverted between
the mimetic (H-type) and non-mimetic (h-type)
chromosomes.
Doublesex isoforms expressed from the inverted H-type
allele produced mimetic wing coloration and patterns.
Doublesex h-type does not modify mimetic patterning.

Fig. 2- Gene structure of the H and h allele showing break points
and the inversion. Image adapted from Nishikawa, Iijima, Kajitani,
et al., reference three.

• There are three distinct polytes species groups of
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Fig. 1- Top row, the non-mimetic form female and a male (Papilio polytes). Bottom
row, a mimetic female (Papilio polytes) and the toxic model species, Pachliopta
aristolochiae. Image adapted from J. Mallet, reference two.

swallowtails. Papilio polytes, P. phestus, and P. ambrax.
These species groups are spread across southeast Asia, the
the North coast of Australia, Papua New Guinea, and the
Soloman
Although spread across vast distances, all display a similar
version of the mimic of the toxic Pachliopta swallowtail.
This suggests that mimicry may have a shared evolutionary
origin between species.
The mimetic haplotype (group of genes) may have appeared
early in the history of this natural group of swallowtails, and
has been maintained and dispersed through speciation events.
Speciation events include the splitting of a lineage into two
or more separate species.
When analyzing genetic patterns near the dsx region, results
showed that P. ambrax and P. phestus shared the same
inversion boundary lines as P. polytes.
Whole genome sequencing of all species of Papilio
mentioned above demonstrated a shared origin of mimicry
coming from ancestral variation.

Fig. 3- P. Polytes, P. phestus, and P. ambrax distribution. As seen in the image, all
mimetic female Papilio display a similar wing pattern and coloration to that of the
toxic Pachliopta aristolochiae. All display sex limited mimicry. Some females are
mimetic, some remain non-mimetic, and all males are non-mimetic. The mimetic
swallowtails share the same family class as the toxic butterfly but are of a different
genus and species. Image adapted from Zhang, Westerman, Nitzany, et al.,
reference five.

•Mimicry is a great application of natural selection. Female limited
Batesian mimicry is common among butterflies.
•The systems we observe in Papilio polytes may be similar to those
of other mimetic species, making this research useful for further
investigation.
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